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• Abstract (300 words):
The New Domestic Landscape¹, an exhibition at MOMA (Museum of Modern Art) New York in 1972 curated by Emilio Ambasz, was a seminal moment in Design history. A series of prototype environments and installations by leading Italian designers reflected upon the changing domestic living patterns within contemporary society. The domestic landscape is once again the site of potential radical change impacted by the inevitable shift of healthcare from hospital to home. The home and the hospital bring together very different cultural practices and environments and the inexorable geographical shift in care has potential impact on our symbolic meaning of home and our physical and emotional relationship with it. The future domestic landscape suggests a paradoxical environment of confused aesthetic and function.
This presentation/paper will describe a body of research that draws on the value of ‘thinking with things’ as a method to build understanding of the factors end-users identify as being important in the design of the home that might integrate healthcare.

A collection of furniture HOSPITAbLe created by the author, reflects upon and challenges an ambiguous future domestic landscape that presents hybrid functionality and confused visual language. These critical artefacts are presented as recognisable archetypes which suspend the viewer in an uncomfortable place between reality and fiction. Through exhibition and a series of facilitated workshops the objects have provided a theatre for conversation and through a phenomenological approach (Greenhalgh 2013) take peoples ordinary experiences as a starting point.

Social control has been the significant feature of hospitals throughout history (Granshaw 1989, Cavallo 1991) in contrast to 'home' which evokes feelings of familiarity, comfort, security, nurturance and peace....... To 'go home' then is to go to a place that is different from other places (Mack 1991). The research points to a future domestic landscape that supports care rather than cure.
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